During its two-year prime mission, the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS; Ricker et al. 2014 ) is obtaining full-frame images with a regular 30-minute cadence in a sequence of 26 sectors that cover a combined 85% of the sky. While its primary science case is to discover new exoplanets transiting nearby stars, TESS data are superb for studying many types of stellar variability, with the number of publications using TESS data for other areas of astrophysics keeping pace with exoplanet papers. 1 Following the conclusion of its prime mission in July 2020, TESS will revisit the sky in an extended mission that records full-frame images at a faster ten-minute cadence. In this note, I demonstrate that choosing a large submultiple of the original exposure times for the new cadence limits the synergy between prime and extended TESS mission data since both sampling rates produce many of the same Nyquist aliases. Adjusting the extended mission exposure time by as little as one second would largely resolve Nyquist ambiguities in the combined TESS data set.
it creates into different frequency bins between prime and extended mission periodograms. 2 The TESS hardware restricts exposures to multiples of 20 seconds (R. Vanderspek, private communication), and an adjustment by this larger amount would further help resolve Nyquist ambiguities for stochastic signals with power that spans multiple frequency bins (e.g., Chaplin et al. 2014) , with minimal effect on the temporal resolution of the light curves. Varying the phase coverage of signals between prime and extended missions in this way also stands to benefit exoplanet studies by improving the combined sampling of transit profiles. If it is too late to make a cadence adjustment for TESS Cycle 3 that begins the extended mission in July 2020, I urge that later cycles that revisit the same areas of sky be carried out with a sampling designed to mitigate the confusion from Nyquist aliases in the final TESS legacy data set.
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